Dynamics of metastable breathers in nonlinear chains in acoustic vacuum.
The study of the dynamics of one-dimensional chains with both harmonic and nonlinear interactions, as in the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam and related problems, has played a central role in efforts to identify the broad consequences of nonlinearity in these systems. Nevertheless, little is known about the dynamical behavior of purely nonlinear chains where there is a complete absence of the harmonic term, and hence sound propagation is not admissible, i.e., under conditions of "acoustic vacuum." Here we study the dynamics of highly localized excitations, or breathers, which are known to be initiated by the quasistatic stretching of the bonds between adjacent particles. We show via detailed particle-dynamics-based studies that many low-energy pulses also form in the vicinity of the perturbation, and the breathers that form are "fragile" in the sense that they can be easily delocalized by scattering events in the system. We show that the localized excitations eventually disperse, allowing the system to attain an equilibrium-like state that is realizable in acoustic vacuum. We conclude with a discussion of how the dynamics is affected by the presence of acoustic oscillations.